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Thursday, D"'ceml>er 14, 1967

10 U. M&nbers AmoFlg 7000 National
(Editor'l!l Note: This is the ~ the bY1Word for the great majorond artiell! in a three-part series · ity of local chapters. Mike Spieg-

on Students for a Demoeratie Society-its history, philosophy, and
goals.)
By WAYNE CIDDIO
SDS today has 7000 national
dues-paying members across the
United States. Because of the unusual nature of the organizoation,
there are about 28,000 other members who do not pay dues ($6) to
the national headqua:rters in Chicago.
Three secretaries handle administration of SDS on the national ll!vel, but autonomy is still

el, Carl Davidson, and Bob Pardun are currently the top three
men in SDS. Davidson, the interorgllonizational secretary, is hailed
as the ideologist. within SDS.
THE SDS chapter at UNM has
ten national dues-paying members. Membership varies with the
particular project at hand. Many
more people participate in SDS
activities and attend meetings
regularly than the membership
lists would indicate. LaWl'ence
Russell and Ken Balazoar, both
graduate students, are the most

active local members.
Organizoation of SDS on the
local level is tle:Kible. A new
chairmnn is appointed to conduct
each meeting. All questions and
discussion are addressed to thl!
chair and in theory the chl!.irman
is supposed to keep the meeting
moving by not allowing one or two
people to dominate the dialogue.
MEETlNGS are hel<i in the
Union about twice a month and all
interested students and faculty
members are invited to attend.
Discussion, though informal, often becomes lively and heated ae
conservatives clash head-on with

Assassination Probe

New Orleans D.A.
To Speak Tonight

t
f

s
t
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New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison will speak tonight
at 8 in Johnson Gym. His appearance at UNM, sponsored by the
Associated Students Speakers
Program, is his only speaking appearance outside Louisiana. Ad·
mission is free.
Garrison, whose office is conducting investigations into the
assassination of President Kennedy, generally rejects flatly all
offers to speak in public. Mark
Lane, author of "Rush to Judgment," who spoke on campus two
weeks ago, helped Speakers Program Chairman Tom Horn get
the Garrison booking. Lane now
lives in New Orleans and works
with Garrison.
Horn called Garrison's office
yel!lterday to get Garrison's itinerary for the trip to Albuquer•
que. Garrison's secretary, who
said their phone had been tapped
before and would not believe
Horn was who he claimed to be,
went · to an outside phone and
called the number listed on Garrison's contract before she would
talk to Horn •

DELTA GAMMA sorority sisters Carol Palmer, left, and Melinda
Marler, decorate a small Christmas tree in the lobby of the DG house
ns part of the campus-wide preparation for the holidays. Only four
more class days remain before vacation which begins 'Vednesday evening_ Classes will start again Thursday, Jan. 4 (Photo by Pawley)

anti-establishment radicals,
James Kennedy, a former UNM
student, is the field secretary for
the Southwest region of SDS and
w o r k s closely with the UNM
chapter. Kennedy was the head of
the UNM DuBois Club while he
was a student at UNM from 196466.

After witlldrawing from school
Kennedy worked with the American Communist Party for a short
time, then quit the party and
turned his efforts towards SDS
on a national level.
KENNEDY'S interpretation of
SDS is quite different from Dr.
Anderson's, but it still follows
the pattern of three dominant
trends or phases outlined by Anderson: community action, antiwar, and resistance.
SDS was originally the Student
League for Industrial Democracy
(SLID). SDS merged with the
Young Communist LeagUe early
in its history, but in 1962 inserted
an anti-communist provision into
its constitution.
In 1964, SDS deleted the anticommunist provision, and turned
to local action in the poor sectors
of Chicago, Kennedy's hometown.
After a period of involvement in
civil-rights movements, an involvement from which SDS
emerged as a northern version of
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), SDS
began to question the Viet Nam
war on a moral basis.
AN IDEOLOGICAL shift in
1005 turned SDS from war opposition to political opposition and
created 11 new-left movement in
SDS that was extremely politically conscious.
••sDS today is fundamentally
opposed to capitali13m. Most SDSers today would support a socialist revolution in the United
States. In the past two

SDS has moved very far to the
left and is now the group for
white radicals in this country,"
Kennedy said.
As for communist inspiration
in SDS, Kennedy says, "SDS is,11,
group of American liberals that
are unduly tagged as pro-Soviet.
I personally know of no Communist Party members that are in
SDS, primarily because the party
is not leftist."
THE J>ROGRESSIVE Labor
Party, a Mao-oriented faction, is
said to be very prevalent in SDS.
SDS has also established rela~
tions with the Zengakuren of J a~
pan, the Socialist Student Federation of Germany, and various
underground groups-all radical
-in Scandanavia, Spain, and
Hungary.
Kennedy said that most SDSers
identify with Che Guevara, the
Cuban revolutionary who was Fidel Castor's right-hand man until
his death in Bolivia several weeks-.,
ago. Guevara symbolizes the revolutionary spirit present in SDS
today.
A poster recently released from
SDS headquarters shows a striking picture of Guevara, with the
words "In revolution one wins or
dies" printed boldly above the
picture. Underneath the picture
is a letter that was written by
Guevara t.o Castro at a time when
Guevara was encountering difficulty in stirring up a revolt in
Latin America.
CARL DAVIDSON, SDS ideologist, in a r(lcent speech to an
SDS National Guardian eonfer·ence on the "third wodd," hailed
Guevara as the "pin-up boy" of
SDSers in the United States.
The SDS group on the UN'M..,.
campus is composed of a handful
of Marxists, a few anarchists,
and the remainder, a majority,
(Continued on page 8)
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THE DEDICATION OF MR. GERALD L. TRAUT TO HIS RESPONSIBILITIES AND CHALLENGES AS BIOLOGY TEACHER AT
U.N.M. HAS BEEN FELT BY All WHO HAVE STUDIED UNDER
HIS DIRECTION. THESe PERSONS AS WELL AS STAFF MEMBERS HAVE RESPONDED TO THIS COMMITTEE'S REQUEST
THEY HAVE MADE IT KNOWN THAT A MAJORITY ·OF THeM
ON CAMPUS FEE~ MR. TRAUr SHOULD BE ASKED TO RE
MAIN AS A TEACHER AT U.N.M. AFTER RECEIVING HIS DOC.
TORATE 'IN JUNE, 1968. 1,245 VOTES WERE RECORDED
t!~~ WCEEK ALONE, REFLECTING THIS WISH. WITH ONE
ONCERTED EFFORT OUR PURPOSE MAY YET BE
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the Speaker's Committee under
Tom Horn as the three areas that
had made outstanding contributions to student government and
the University as a whole.
"I think that student govemment should, however, make more
of a contribution to the Univer~
sity as an academic community,
A research assistant on the Committee on the University, and an
extensive teacher-evaluation program are steps in the right direction," Thorson said.
FINANCE Committee Chair·
man Coleman Travelstead reported that his committee bad considered $21,445 in allocations at
Tuesday's meeting, giving do-pass
recon1mendations for $14,450.
Travelstead anticipated a short. age of funds for the remainder of
the year if · spending was not
watched more closely.
"We now have $6800 left in our
reserve fund that will have to
last us for the rest of the year. I
would advise senators to keep this
in mind when they are considering bills in the future. We will
have to be careful with our
money," Travelstead snid.
THE CONFUSION over remaining funds resulted when
Treasurer Bill Luther was not advised about eight alloc:<ti.0ns · to~~~~-iiMII!llmHIIUUIIIUNII"IINMIIDIIIIIllllllliAIIIIInllllfiilll!llllllllUII
taling $3285.80, Travelstead said.
A request from the Graduate
Candidates Speak
Student Council for $1350 for
hiring of a part-time secretary
Statements by candidates for
for
research work was cut to $900
Student Senate appeal' on pages
b1
the Finance Committee. The
3 an4 7.
request was cut with the provi.. ----HIIIIIIIIIIIIIOO!Iilllllllll\111\lftllnllllillilflll

By WAYNE CIDDIO
The Associated Students president and vice-president have
been invited to serve on the University Administrative Committee, ASUNM executive leader
John Thorson told the Student
Senate in a special address last
night.
"This opportunity indicates to
me that student involvement in
the operation of the University
has reached its greatest level.
This offer (to me and to vicepresident Bill Carr) to serve on
an administrative l!ommittee will
be foll<hred, by more of the~same
· kind of invitations. We will con·
tinue to make history this year,"
Thorson said.
THORSON ALSO said he was
pleased with the work of student
go'tlernment this semester and
had even greater hopes for it in
the coming session.
"Even though we have been
plagued with some internal conflict this semester, we have made
good progress in making student
government into an eft'ectivc student organization," he said.
TitORSON .CITED the International Center under the direction. of john Bakas, the Popular
· Entertainment · Committee, and

.

,j

sion that the· Graduate Student
Council could request additional
funds at a later date.
FORMER. ASUNM Vice-President Jim McAdams, speaking in
behalf of the GSC, said by having
a secretary the Council could formulate some definite projects, find
out more about th intrests of
graduates at UNM, and possibly
stablish some contact with the undergraduate student government.
In other businss, Senate passed
a bill nllocating $8000 to the
Speaker's Committee for contillUation of th lecture series, a resolution including UNM in the
Choice '68 Program spon~ored by
'rime magazoine, an act allocating
funds for the publication of two
more issues of £1 Recado, an act
allocating $1300 for the ASUNM
Poet Series, and an act allocating
$100 for defraying the expenses
of The Forum.
SENATE ALSO heard reports
from the New Mexico Association
of ·College Student Governments,
and the Amigos Anonymous, a
group of students that does social
work in Mexico during the summer.

Spaghetti Dinner
· A spaghetti dinner will be held
from 4 to 8 p.m. Sunday, Dec.
17, by the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity at their house, 1901
Lomas NE. The dinner, open to
all students, will cost $1 for spa,ghetti, salad, roll, and drink.
Tickets can be bought ftom any
Sig Ep pledge or at the door .

EDWARD ENGLISH, vagabond poet from Selma, Ala., will read
from his works tomorrow night at S in room 129 of the Union. English,
who started writing in 1957, gave up a lucrative business to write and
travel. "I was a straight capitalist-and a good one," he says. English
has read at two-thirds of the college campuses in the country. He
comes into a town, reads his poetry, and moves on. "I tell poople I'm
a religious writer, but you have w read my poems to see just what I
mean by that," he says.
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'· Student Senate Candidates Issue
f

Mike Cortney

Mike Cortney, a sophomo:t~
mechanical .engineer and a mentber of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and the NROTC, issued the
following statement in announcing his candidacy for Student ·
Senate:
Due to tuition increases
throughout the nation's colleges
a very small number of students
are able to enjoy the benefits of
out.of-state universities. If electe4
I would like to see the present
student exchange program widened.
As of now qualified UNM students are eligible to go to Massachusetts state schools under instate tuition rates. It is my belie.f that this program if widened
to the Western Collegiate Association or possibly to the numbers of the WAC could be very
beneficial to a significant number of students.
I also believe that a closer relationship between the residence
halls and student government is
needed and is possible. This would
have to come in the form of more
effective communication, both in
newsletters such as El Recado
and also in personal contact.
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Sterling Nichols
Jr.
Sterling Nichols Jr., a junior
education major and a .resident
of Coronado Hall, has issued this
campaign statement:
I feel there is not enough communication between students and
tb,~ atudent government.
Better
communication .can
be achieved by
means of more
frequently published informa. tion relating to
senatorial legislation affecting
the student body.
I believe a !iltu- Sterling Nichols
dent senator should devote himself to the progress and development of the University in its total education effort. In ·seeking
the support of the students of
UNM, I s h a 11 endeavor to contribute to the above-mentioned
·objectives.

. Ross Perkal
Ross Perkal, sophomore engin·
eering student and encumbento
senator, has announced that he
is seeking re-election to the As·
sociated Students Senate. Perkal'a activities include Alpha Kappa Lambda,
vigilantes, UNM
Band, and the
UNM - Tutoring
Council. Senator
Perkal issued
this statement:
The efficiency
of the Student
'Senate at this
University has
in the past been
hampered by senators · w h o s e Ross Perkal
main concern did not involve.
representing the Aasociated Students. Extravagant promises have
been made, few of which have
been carried out.
Instead of vague promises, I
offer qualified . and responsible
:repre~entation. My experiences
will enable me, if re-elected to
work to strengthen and improve
this University.

Statements

Suzanne Ralls
Suzanne Ralls, a junior elementary education major and incum·
bent senator, announced her intention to run for re-election. She
· is affiliated with Angel Flight and
Chi Omega. and bas issued the following statement:
Although Student S.enate has
many
restrictions, it bas developed into a
powerful force.
It is a body
which not only
is
continually
working on ideas
to benefit each
individual student, but it is Suzanne Ralls
also a body which handles a large
sum of student money. Therefore,
it seems that each student should
have more concern for the actions
of his government.
My purpose for running in this
election is centered around the
individual student. I believe that
the only way to have an interested student body is to have sen~;L
tors who are interested in talking

to as many individual atudents as
possible about the proceedings of
. student government. If elected, I
will be one of these "interested"
senators.
I will also continue an investigation into the instigation of a
dead week of no classes before
finals. Other areas which I feel
warrant investigation are the
current system of issuing of basketball tickets and the possibility
of purchasing a marquee sign,
like the one for the Arena, for
use in the Union.

Additional statements on
page7

George Hiller
George Hiller, a junior his'tory
major, has announced his candidacy for the Associated Students
Senate. He is currently serving as
an assistant senator, member of
the Speakers Committee, student
tutor, and vice-president of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity. Hiller
issued the following statement:
If elected, I
would like to see
·the
establishment of satellite
unions in lieu of
building an addition to the present union. With
the continued expansion of the
campus, I believe
that a satellite
Union program George Hiller
would better serve future needs.
I would also like to see continued support and large allocations for the Speakers and Popular Entertainment Committees
by Senate. These programs have
been extremely well received by
students this year, and therefore
merit increased aid.
Thirdly ,I think that Student
Senate and the Residence Halls
Council should plan joint action
to consider the landscaping of
dormitory areas. Landscaping
would make the dorm areas much
more attractive and alleviate the
dust problem.
Finally, I would like to see
Senate consider the possibility of
organizing and sponsoring a textbook exchange. This is an area
where Senate leadership can provide a definite service for the entire student body.

·IDWNTOWII • NOB HILL • WIIIROCK
Three ,QuaU.tfl Store•

Sweater eifts m.aJie
the Christmas seene
A fireplace flickering agai:nst the outside chill ••• him, an·warm
and cozy in the sweater you gave him for Christptas. Whether
for apres-ski, lounging or in his active sporting life, a man ap~ ,
preciates a handsome swe~ter. Select his -from bur vast col~
lection.

'II to· '55
• Puritan • Pendleton • Wickbuey • Arrow • Trend
• Leonardo Strassi • Scbiapuelli • .Drummond

Robert Speer

•..

'

Robert Speer, a junior, member
of Phi Sigma biology honorary,
chairman of Coronado Hall Cultural Committee, and member of
Coronado Hall Fiesta Committee,
issued this camnaign statement:
I am a candidate for Student
Senate because I believe that
through my election I can l'epresent and fulfill the needs of th1;1
ASUNM students, particularly
the student from the residence
hall. I am in my third year
(Continued on page 7)
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The Rowan Column
Where McNamara Will
Be Missed
By CARL T. ROWAN
W ASRINGTON-An extraordinary amount of newspaper space has
been devoted to speculation about the reasons why, and the manner
in which, President Johnson went along with the switch of Robert
McNamara from secretary of defense to president of the World Bank.
It is space wasted, for the most part. No one-McNamara includedwill ever be sure what went on inside Mr. Johnson's mind as he de•,
cided to submit McNamara's name to the bank's directors. I do know
that what really deserves discussion in the press is:
1. Can public opinion influence the President toward selecting the
kind of man to replace McNamara who will continue certain programs
and politics that symbolize the greater sida of McNamara?
.

*

r~~

*

*

2. Are McNamara's remarkable managerial talents and his great
drive enough to produce some movement in an area that is of crucial
importance to world peace: the closing of the gap between rich nations
and the poor?
McNamara has been praised mostly for the way he knocked heads
together and turned a jungle of back-stabbing, fraticidal generals and
admirals into something resembling a unified defense establishment.
And he has been lauded at length for having the guts to close down
unneeded military camps, bases, and Navy yards, despite the piercing
howls of congressmen from affected districts. This praise is justifiable.

*

*

*

*

"'

"'

Not so justifiable arc the latter-day encomiums based on . some
groundless assumption that McNamara was the strong-willed dove
who kept the Pentagon, the White Houe, and the State Department
from running wild and turning the war in Viet Nam into a worldwide holocaust.
So many other men and factors in the U.S. and abroad influence
the course of the Viet Nam war that McNamara's going will have
little effect.
It is even reasonable to assume that the President will have no great
_ -difficulty finding someone who can continue and build on the managerial
"techniques that McNamara employed so successfully in the Pentagon.
The nation stands to be hurt most if Mr. Johnson concentrates on
finding an old crony, or someone he "knows and trusts" to replace
McNamara instead of searching for someone who shares McNamara's
broad, socially-conscious concept of how Defense's enormous budget,
power, and prestige ought to be used.
McNamara was acutely aware that the Defense Department is the
largest single institution in the world. He pointed out in a recent
speech that it directly employs 4,500,000 men and women, and several
million more indirectly-and that it uses half the nation's annual
budget and about ten per cent of all the wealth produced in this
country each year.
· ·
McNamara struggled, then, with the question of how this giant
department might be used to solve "the social problems wracking our
nation.''

"'

"'

*

So it was that he made the Pentagon a force for open housing,
much to the dismay of greedy, powerful, and often-bigoted landlords;
he made the Pentagon a great center of "vocational rehabilitation," and
he induced the money-flushed military establishment to declare war
.:;:on poverty in America.
This took both vision and guts, especially when his leading congressional overlords, like Sen. Richard Russell of Georgia and L.
Mendel Rivers of South Carolina, were the sort to protest angrily that
"social reform" is not the business of the Defense Lepartment.
Internal strife is' all'eady at a critical level in this country. It will
rise closer to tragic proportions if McNamara is replaced by a man
who sv.ffffers from either timidity or social astigmatism and takes defense out of the business of "social reform.''

"'

"'

Meanwhile, it is important"'to note that McNamara surely feels his
new job will enable him to work for America's security in. a more
rewarding way than he ever could in the Pentagon. His Montreal
speech of May, 1965, was a masterful statement on the relationship
between the security of the people of, say, Pittsburgh, and the hunger
·and misery of the "}'teasants of, say, Peru.
But the gap between the have nations and ~he have-not countries
has grown wider in recent years. The heart has gone out of America,
resulting in deep cuts in our aid programs. And no one has been able
to arouse a sense of urgency in the wealthy European countries about
the need to fight poverty on a global scale.
The current world atmosphere being what it is, one must be skeptical
.$about McNamara's chances of working any miracles at the World
Bank. But it will be fascinating to watch him try.

• .

By BILL COLEMAN
' : · solete (like the M-16 · rifle . or Americans. The remaining 30 per
your 19611 car) and embarrassmg cent (10.4 million) are non-white
"To be poor in the U.s; f~ worae to. use, even to parents or loved (mostly Negroes), one out of
than anywhere else in th~ world. (oops!) ones?
every two non-white Americans.
It's awful to be below the line in
One~fifth (9.3 million) of all
America, It's 'worse than in a
* * *
:American families earn under
place like India, because · in InThe p.oor of America only re;ld $3000. Poverty is everywhere.
'
dia the majority are below the about "the Amencan
way ofl'f
1 e,,II
· "'If the population density in
line. But to be in an underpriv- The poor of America have choked ;orne of Harlem's worst blocks is
ileged minority-which can only on "the American dream" until "obtained in the rest of New York
make itself felt by violence- they have vomited it up. Thlln City, the entire population of the
that's the most desperate way to they get hip to "why" and "how," United States could fit into three
be poor," says historican Arnold or their spirit is shot and it's too of New York's boroughs," the
late or too difficult to make the Civil Rights Commission reported
Toynbee.
Poverty - economic, psycholog- "dream" a reality. People aren't in 1959.
ical, social, and political-is rend- swallowing the "dream" so reading apart our nation as well as ily now.
*
*
an~ war could. The ramifications
At Christmas you can at least
* * *
of this "war" are affecting all of
give some money to gt'Oups and
More facts (cold and dry): The charities, as suggested by the
us. Sen. Fulbright says, "There
are two wars going on-the war hard-core poor (by definition) are Canterbury chaplain here. We are
of power politics in Viet Nam, as follows: Annual incomes: Sin- all brothers. "No man is an isand a war for America's soul at. gle person making under $1540 land • , ."
home , •• Together, they have set ($30 per week). Couples making
It's true. Look how we "help"
in motion a process of deteriora- under $1990 ($38 per week). Fam- our brothers in Viet Nam. In Miltion in our society, and there is ily of three making $2440 ($47 waukee black folks are singing
no question that each of the two per week). Family of four mak- "I'm dreaming of a Black Christcrises is heightened by the impact ing $3130 ($60 per .week).
One can earn more than the mas.'' Whether yours is black or .
of the other."
perscribed ·amount and still be white doesn't matter. A happy,
* * •
warm one does. Millions will shivNeedless to say, the "race prob- poor financially, if he wants "The er on Christmas because they're
lem" is a class struggle to a very American way." Then again, one cold, hungry, and sad. Many will
large extent. The two factors are can like 18th century-style and die. Is Christianity or any reliinextricably related and combine make it-maybe.
gion dead? Or has it yet to be
About 34.6 million Americans
to perpetuate both the vicious cirreally tried?
cle and the belief (fact) that to live at the levels above. Of this
Merry Christmas. Sleep well.
be non-white in America almost about 70 per cent (24.2 million)
invariably means to be poor. . are white, one out of seven white Many can't.
What is to be poor? What is
poverty? It's not just a matter
of dollars and cents, but includes
other very real factors. Michael
Harrington in his now very famous work, "The Other America"
(which moved JFK to call for a
War on Poverty three days before
By GREG MaeALEESE
his death) defines poverty three
ways: "Poverty should be defined
in terms of those. who are denied
Latest polls show that mari- companies do?"
the minimum levels of health, juana is losing its popularity.
"Of course we do. For the behousing, 'food, and education that
On one poll, it dropped from man pot liinoker, we have a rollour present stage of scientific the number-one position to num- your-own style. Then we have, for
knowledge specifies as necessary ber four and on another it drop- the safety-conscious, a reefer
for life as it is now lived in the ped completely off the chart.
with a plastic tip. We'll call it
United States."
In desperation, a group . of 'True Blue' .•."
pushers hired a Madison Avenue
"But that name is already ta*
*
"'
"Poverty should be defined psy- advertising agency to enhance ken," I interrupted.
chologically in terms of those the reputation of pot and thereby
''Who cares? After everyone
whose place in society is such increase its popularity. Today I has grooved-out on one of them,
that they are internal exiles who, talked to one of the company's they won't care about the name,
almost inevitably, develop atti- executives and he gave me some or whether it has a plastic mouthtudes of defeat and pessimism ideas about what he was doing.
piece • , . and after we've won
and who are therefore excluded
everyone over, we'll start pro* "' *
from taking advantage of new
"The easiest way to increase ducing a 7-minute reefer, 101
opportunities.
the popularity of a product is to millimeters long. I already have
"Poverty should be defined ab- give it some snappy jingle . . . a slogan for it ••. 'Smoke the 7solutely, in terms of what man you know . • • 'Pot tastes good minute piece of grass . • • it
and society should be. As long as like a reefer should', something takes longer to smoke, but you
America is less than its potential, along this line," he said.
stay up for 14 hours •. .' We'll
the nation as a whole is impovermake a million.''
c•r
see
•.•
"
ished by that fact. As long as
"Certainly. Another catchy lit* do"' you
"' plan to do
there is the other America, we
".Well,
what
tle
jingle
would
be
something
are, all of us, poorer, because of
like . . . 'Come up , . . come up to sell the kids?" I asked.
it," says Harrington.
"I've already figured that one
... come all the way up •.• with
"'
out.
We'll hit them real young.
Cold, dry facts verify this trag- pot.' Isn't that great? Then if
Like,
'Mother Goose is hooked on
this
thing
catches
on
we
can
have
ic situation. Last year Americans
Mary.'
And . • . 'Little BoPeep
starring
a
television
commercial
spent $144,570,000 on diets, $1
has
lost
her sheep and knows not
some
lovely-looking
chick
•
•
•
I
billion on pet dogs, $4.5 billion on
where
to
find them . . , but she
it
now
•••
she's
sitting
in
can
see
toiletries and cosmetics, and $100
care
. • • she'll smoke a
doesn't
million on comic books-all fair front of a crackling-hot fire,
weed
•
.
•
and
boy will she blow
indications where our money and wearing a tight sweater and ski
her
mind
then.'
And for the teenminds are. More facts: $75 billion pants. Beside her sits a handage
athletes
..•
how can they reon "defense" and $7 billion on some young man, who's really a
fuse
once
they
see
their favorite
welfare for the poor was spent. pusher. She .says to him , • •
baseball
player
saying
••. 'I've
'hmmm,
this
cigarette
tastes
flat.'
America spends $17.4 billion on
smoked
pot
since
I
was
eight
and
And
the
pusher-hero
says,
'Here,
tobaceo and booze (maker of
look
where
.I
am
now'.''
try
one
of
min:e.'
But
instead
of
happy homes) and $1.6 billion for
"It sounds like quite a conspirthe "war" on poverty. And $400 giving her a cigarette he slips
million (a pittance) per year was her some pot. She takes one and acy," I said.
spent for the training of adult begins to groove out . • . and
"It certainlY' is. But that's not .
unemployed. VietNam alone con- when it's all over she says to him all. If LSD ever loses its appeal
, , 'Pot, huh?' "
sumes $30 billion of "defense"
I have one for them too: 'B and
funds.
H,
the pure cane sugar that
"' * "'
The facts scream out: ''Where's
"Sounds pretty good," I said. doesn't come from Hawaii-but
America's heart?" Or are words "But do you plan to make several once you've eaten it, it'll send you
like. heart and love becoming· ob- types of reefers, like the cigarette there'.''
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Candidates
Endorsed
Dear Editor:
,.
As President of the Senate, ,I
endorse the following people in
the.ir bid for a seat on )he
ASUNM Senate:
·'
Of all the people seeking reelection, Anne Knight has m~de
the most positive contribution to
student government. I feel her
re-election is essential to the continued development of the· legislative branch.
Cleve Seamon's work on Finance Committee and Committee
on the Unive.-sity qualify him to
play a large role in the next session of Senate.
Ray Schowers, Butch Whitcher,
Suzanne Ralls, and Ross Perk&!,
in . their four weeks in Senate,
have proven their ability. I support them for re-election.
Barbara Bennett bdngs new
enthusiasm and an understanding of our student government
that is rare for a person who has
not previously been in Senate.
She will make an excellent Senator.
I also support Michael Cole,
Mike Cortney, Sandra Heide,
George Hiller, Sterling Nichols,
and Barney Paternoster.
e

William F. Carr
Vice President
Associated Students

Cleve Seamon,
Anne Knight Endorsed
At election time it is interesting to reminisce on what we in
Senate have been doing and
where we are going. As chairman of the Jl'inance Committee,
it has become obvious to me that
the major emphasis of Senate has
been on monetary ,matters.
Thill ,-ear we have made an
attempt to keep better track of
how ASUNM money is being
spent. We have done this by requiring agencies receiving these
founds to report monthly to Finance Committee. This will help
us immensely during the coming
semester when we will be considering the budget for the fiscal
year 1008-69.
It is a difficult job for a person
to become familiar with the records and files kept by this committee in addition to keeping wellinformed on how the programs of
each of these agencies are serving the student body.
At the present time only two
members of the Finance Committee will continue to serve witl!out
being re-elected. Two more are
up for re-election. Anne Knight
and Cleve Seamon have served on
the Finance Committee for the
· past year. They are knowledgeable about the workings of this
committee and are generally wellinformed in Senate.
I feel that if the Finance Committee is to continue to function
as it has this past semester it is
essential that Anne and Cleve be
re-elected on Friday. It is important that as many people. as
possible vote on the fifteenth. If
th~ people elected are to work
with any degree of efficiency it
is essential that the students be
behind them. By having a good
vote turn-out, we will have an excellent start on what looks like
a very productive semester in

Senate.
C. Coleman Travelstead
President pro tempore

Candidates Endorsed

Student Power Effective

Dear Editol': · .
After a special meeting :t;'or the
interviewing of Student ·Senate
candidates, the Residence Halls ·
Council endorses the following
candidates: Barbara Bennet, Mike
(lortney, Anne Knight, Sterling
Nichols, Barney Paternoster, Suzanne Ralls, Cleve Seamon, and
Robert Speer.
'·
Residence Halls Council

Dear Ipd~tor:
There are at least two examples
of the effectiveness of student
power at UNM lately. El Recado
(Dec.) states that "The student
audience gave . . . nearly unanimous approval, both written and
verbal" in support of Newman
Forum speakers as "controversial" as Malcolm Boyd.
The Lobo (Dec. 4) had a fullpage plea and petition to keep a
Mr. Traut in the biology department, The effect is ,by a student
committee.
I hope this petition passe$, because it is the voice and power of
students asking to determine
their own fates. And only they
know what kappens in the claesroom.
These two examples illustrate a
very positive trend at UNM, as is
happening on all campuses. Students must unite and organize for
the necessary leverage with which
to initiate much-needed and longoverdue reforms.
William Coleman

Thorson's Endorsements
Dear Editor:
In the election on Friday, I
strongly support the following
candidates (in alphabetical order):
Barbara· Bennett-Of the new
candidates, Barbara has had the
most exposure to the Associated
Students. Her work with elections, popular entertainment, and
as an assistant to the Senate has
been reliable and well-done.
Sandra Heide-Sandra is a very
serious-minded candidate. Seeking to decrease student expenses
through tuition and the bookstore, her concern is at the heart
of student affairs.
Anne Knight-Anne is an extremely competent incumbent.
Mter successfully working for a
quality cultural program this
year, she has since turned her
attention to such programs as
the Free-Speech Forum. Her reelection is essential.
Ross Perkal-Critically observant of the problems currently
hampering the Senate, Ross will
not succumb to trivialty. He is
currently working on a survey
research project in the residence
halls.
Cleve Seamon-Although sometimes hot and cold, Cleve has
done valuable work on the Committee on the University. After
· sponsoring a bill to have a research assistant for that committee, he has worked on a proposal
for student representation on certain faculty and administrative
committees.
Ray Schowers-Ray has shown
legislative ability by entertaining
a difficult attempt to procure an
additional allocation to the highly
successful speakers series. He is
now directing his attention to
student employment problems,
something dear to many students.
John E. Thorson
ASUNM President

Candidate Provides
Student Power

.!- I
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mentioned, is running for a. position on the UNM Student Senate,
She is campaigning on a student
power platform. A true student
voice is necessary on this campus in student government and
Sandy Heide is probal>ly the 'only
candidate· running who can provide this.
Remember a vote fQr Sandra
Heide is a vote for student power!
Jerry Wasser

Dear Editor:
A funny thing happened Monday. I heard a Student Senate
campaigner with sincere and concrete ideas.
The free-speech area · microphones were put to good use that
afternoon by this Senate candidate. Issues were made publicnot issues directed at the typical
apathy of UNM students, but issues affecting every thinking
adult on this campus.
Deferred tuition, open and free
parking, and lower bookstore
prices were some of the topics
touched upon, rather hit up(ln.
These were not idle campaign
promises, but things that will be
taken to the forum of student
Christmas Special !
government if this candidate is
elected.
Clean, Oil & Adjust
Student power is a topic which
Portable T.w. $9.00
has been igniting campuses across
Standard T.w. $12.00
the nation. This subject is changing the attitudes of many towards
Tax Included
the multiversity's role in society.
Plus Parts
It is turning heads not only on
E & E Typewriter
the "outside" but also within the
university community - making
Fraternity Man Speaks
Service- Sales- Rentals
students open their minds and
Dear Editor:
2217.
Coal S.E.
243-0588
Regarding Mr. Edward Cha- think.
Sandra Heide, the person I have
vez' letter: All of us greedy
"frat" men sit together, not to
Professional Careers in Cartography
play with each other, but for the
simple reason that we enjoy each
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE
other's company. We also comCREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS
pete for a spirit trophy based on
Must have completed r•equlrements for Bachelor's Dea:ree lncludour group participation. This is
ln& 5 hours collea:e math. The required math must include at least
2 of the followlna:: collea:e altttebra, trigonometry, analytic geoma big university, Mr. Chavez, and
etry differential calculus, integral calculus, or any course for
somewhere, sometime, someone is
whi~h any of these is a prerequisite. Equivalent experience
going to have to sit in the 49th
acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women.
row. I hardly think it a violation
Application and further Information forwarded on request.
of anyone's civil rights. If you
are really vehement and dedicated
WRITE: Collea:e Relations (ACPCR)
enough in your beliefs there is
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center,
one Reies Tijerina who might be
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125
interested in you.
An equal opporfunify employer
Sterling R. Johnson

listen to KUNM

CONCERT I-IALL

Coronado Board Endorses
Dear Editor:
We, the Board of Governors
of Coronado Hall, endorse the
following candidates for Student
Senate in the belief that they are
the best qualified to represent the
residence halls: Robert Speel',
Mike Cortney, Sterling Nichols,
Barney Paternoster, Suzanne
Ralls, Barbara Bennett, Anne
Knight, George Hiller, and Cleve
Seamon.
Board of Governors
Coronado Hall

PASSES ANOTHER MILESTONE

Did you know we count heads? Well, we do!
And our 150,000th patron will cross our
threshold tomorrow night at John Jay's
Fabulous Ski Film "Head For The Hills.''

Tlf.UJI!rp
MOTORCYCLES
GO WITH THE LEADER

GO

This lucky patron will be feted and photographed,
and he or she will win a Stein-Eriksen Ski-Way
Training Devic;e, two free top-price tickets to
"Hello Dolly" and the American Folk Bdllet, and
a beautiful travel poster. Total value of prizes
over $60. And YOU could be the winner.

TRIUMPH
200 C.C •• TO 650 C.C.

q~

So plan on it! Tomorrow night, Thursday, Dec. 14- 7:30 p.m.

Adults 2.00- Students 1.50
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Came In and select your Christmos
Cords from our outstanding albums •
Personol atlenllon given evrJry order,
Our stare offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cords In this area.

. .OFOR.PORF

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark

331·333 SAN PEDRO DR .. N.E.

3501 Lomas NE ··

. 255-4989

AT
FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS
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Buffaloes, 94-78-· ~

By NOOLEY REilolBEARDT
New Mexico turned back a determined second half attack by
West Texas ~tate University
Wednesday night and won its
fifth straight basketball game 9478 at University Arena.
The Lobos jumped to a comfortable 14 point lead (52-88) at the
half, but foul trouble slowed the
Wolfpack attack early in the
second stanza of play.
With starters Ron Nelson, Ron
Sanford, and Greg (Stretch) Howard on the bench with four fouls
each, West Texas pulled within
four points of the Lobos, '12'-68,
with 8:1'1left in the game.
Then five points by sophomore
Ron Beeker and two each by Howard, who had come back into the
game, and Leonard Lopez moved
the Lobos out of danger at 81-6!1.
Senior Nelson led the Lobo attack with 24 points and he fouled
out with 4:46 left in the game.
Hot-handed Becker added 23 to
give the UNM guards a total of
4'1 points.
Only '1225 fans, the smallest
crowd in the history of the 14,800
seat University Arena, braved the
20-degree weather and winds
nearing 50-miles-per-hour to see
the Lobos in their biggest point
output of the season.
However, the 78 points by the
Buffaloes were also the most New
Mexico has given up in five games
this season.
Aside from the foul trouble,

West Texas out rebounded UNM
45-tl9. After the game Coach Bob
King said, "We just didn't go to
the boards at all. We are going to
have to rebound three-time:; that
well against some 11f the teams
we have coming u,p."
Howie Grimes pulled down 11
rebounds for the Lobos, but two
of the West Texas players had
more caroms. Maurice Savages
had 16 and former Junior college
All-American Simmie Hill had 12.
Hill, averaging 33 points a
game going into the contest with
the Lobos, was held to 19 by the
combined efforts of Howard and
Grimes. Hill fouled out with 8:32
still remaining in the game.
UNM put five men in double
figure scoring and West Texas
had three. Grimes had 13 :for the
Lobos, Sanford 12, and Lopez 10.
Coach King once again got reliable bench play from Lopez and
Steve Shropshire. Shropshire only
found the range for two points,
but the ball handling of the 6' 6"
forward helped the Lobos crack a
pressing second half Buffalo defense.
Mike Mitchell got 22 points for
West Texas, with 18 of them coming as he led the second half attack against the Lobos. King was
impressed with the 6' 2" guard

saying, "That Mitchell really hurt
us in the second half."
Savage joined Hill with 19
points to help the .WTSU attack.
Fouls hurt the Lobos · in the
second half, but the host·team actually was in much ; less foul
trouble than West Texas. UNM
out-scored the Buffaloe!! 34-18
from the free throw lipe, the
same 16 point margin the, game
was won by.
New Mexico hit. 73.9 per cent
from the charity line and 64.6
from the field. The visitors connected on a flat 72 per cent of
their foul-shots and a respectable
42.9 per cent from the floor.
New Mexico jumped to a quick
7-0 lead, but the Buffaloes tied it
up at 11-11 before the Lobos
edged away to the 14 point halftime advantage.
The Lobos scored first in' the
second half and appeared on the
way to an easy victory until foul
and turnover trouble hit. King
said that with Nelson in the foul
trouble the other players were
trying to hurry the game too
much.
"We were just trying to force
the ball too fast against the pressure defense of West Texas,"
King commented.
New Mexico's next opponent is

Wolfpups Defeat
Junior Vorsity
Cannon Air Force Base near
Clovis was snowed in Wednesday,.
so the Wolfpups had to settle for
a 72-61 win over the Lobo Juniorvarsity.
The undefeated Wolfpups were
slated to play the Air Force team,
but the cold weather made an appearance by the airmen impossible.
Wi1lie Long again Jed the freshman attack with substantial help
from little 5'8" Pete Gibson. Long
hit for 29 and Gibson added 18
in the win over the second unit
Lobos and a redsbirt.
T.erry Schaafsma paced the
losers with 18 points and George
Maes had 15 and Keith Griffith
16.
The Wolfpups will play the
West Mesa Radar Station Saturday in the preliminary contest to
the Lobo-Hawaii game. The freshman have already beaten that
team once.
Other victims have been New
Mexico Military and the College
of Artesia.

the University of Hawaii at 8:05
at University Arena Saturday.

WSST TEXAS
Mitchell
Speek
Rhine
Hill
Savage
Nowlin
Cole
Franklin
Bacan
Horton
Rowles
TOTALS
NEW MEXICO
Neloon
Sanford
Becker
Howard ,
Grimes
Lopez
Shl'opshlre
Culver
Griffith

Maes

Schaafsma
Jones
TOTALS

fg-a
.9-17
8·7
0·4

8~16

7·16
2·8
0-2

4-6

rb pf tp
.6 4 22
1 4 8

3-6
8-3
5-6
0·0

12
15

6 19
• 19

0
0
0
0

2 0
1 G
1 0
0 0

ft-n

z.a

2

2
2

1·2

0.8
0.0

0.0

fg-a
9·16
6·7
9o15
8·8
2·5
2·8
0·1

ft-a

o.ll

rb pf tp

5~¢

All Sanchricfl•a
wfdl
French F,_

TUESDAY A THURSDAY
11 A.M. • 9:30 P.M.
JRIDAY A SATUIDAY

SlJ'lJj,~'

•12 P.M..

NOON • 9:30 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

~o9 VAL£ BLvD., S.E. 247·8579

'Beaux Arts

6·7
5 524
2·6
7 4 12
5-6.228
8-8
6 4 9
9·12 11 3 13
6·7 " 0 0 10
2-3
88\l
0·0
0 0 0
0.0
0.0
1 0 0
0·0
0·0
0 0 0
0·0
0.0
000
0·0
1·2
0 0 1
0-0
80-li5 84·46 37 21 94

Drama Ends Sunday;
Seats Available Now
UNM's Rodey Theatre will present the final performance of
"Under Milk Wood," Dylan
Thomas' lyrical comedy-drama,
Dec. 15, 16 and 1'1 at 8:30 p.m. in
Rodey Hall.
Director Tom Calkins has taken an unusual approach to the
presentation of this classic, emPloying double and sometimes
triple-casting, simple settings,
and little movement in order to
emphasize the beauty of the
words.
Tickets are available at the
University Theatre box office
from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. on weekdays or by calling 27'1-4402 or
277-4522. Prices are $1.60 for
adults and $1 for students and
. children.
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ShaUe {l-il-1) :Or: :rtank •:aednarik
(1-1),: :and Hwt.-'Roger Brown
(5-0).

Lobos Face WAC Champs listen to KUNM

tion. I have strongly supported
the current campaign to have students take a constructive part in
(Continued from page 3)
curriculum affairs by· having unin the residence halls and have dergraduates on the various ·aca•
been active withi11 the residence demic committees.
The' UNM wrest1ing team will counted on to score ;in the 167hall structure. As cultural chai:rThe second reason that I bavil l;:ry to 'extenc:l its ;winning streak pound division for the Lobos. He
man for both Tewa House and decided to ' run is related to my
lost a 3-0 decision in the season
Coronado Hall, I have been asso- "first. With all the expansion ~f to sb: t'b'is weekend when the Lo- opener with Hiram Scott College
ciated with students and , have programing and services it be'- bos me~t defending Western Ath- but won his next four with
gained insight into their needs, :comes acutely necessary to make letic Cbnference champion Brig- pins recorded in his last two
desires; and goals. I sincerely sure the structure does not build ham Young University Friday in matches.
would strive to attain these goals. ·itself too high and lose sight of Provo and the University of Utah
Jacobsen's probable entries inIf elected I would like tq see 1ts primary objective: the expen- Saturday in Salt Lake City.
Coach Ron Jacobsen's sopho- clude:
the establishment of a dead week iditure of student effort and money
123-Al Chavez (2-2-1) or Curt
-a closed· week with no classes; ··.in a way that is at once respon- more-dominated squad moved its
more money to Speakers Program ·sive to their immediate wishes dual-meet record to 4-1 over the Wilson; 130-John Beaudry (3-2);
and University-wide entertain- ·and needs while creating new weekend by defeating the Colora- 137-Rudy Griego (3-2); 146ment; use of student power to ob- conceptions of student govern- do School of Mines 26-8, College Dale Scott (3-2); 162-Bill Kirby
of Southern Utah 36·0, and the (4-1); 160-Bob Scott (3-2); 167
tain more money for UNM athlet-: ment's role.
University of Arizona 20-16 in a -Rick Ortega (4-1); 177-Floyd
ic programs, especially football;
quadrangular meet here.
and the cCreation of an ad hoc
Last season the Lobos bad to
committee on residence hall probDATE CROWD -VISIT US
settle for a 3-14 dual record inlems, needs, and desires with a
cluding a 33-0 loss to Brigham
roport and proposed legislation
given to student government to
Anne Knight, a junior, bas an- Young and a 26-11 loss to Utah.
try to obtain these goals.
nounced her candidacy for Student One of the problems last season
I know I can do the job and Senate. She made the following was the Jack of entries in some
divisions especiafly at heaVYask for the opportunity to serve statement:
you. Any and all support would
As a senator during the pa11t weight. This has changed with
be appreciated.
year, I have had an opportunity the addition of junior college
2406 Central Ave. S.E.
to see many advances in the field transfer Roger Brown who has
•
Color TV- 10 per cent student discount on jointed cues,
·
posted a 5-0 record in duals inof student govcluding
pins
in
four
of
his
five
ernment. In my
cases and playing time.
\
matches.
position on the
Sophomore Rick Ortega is
Senate Finance
The following is the campaign Committee and
statement of Senate candidate the Associated
Ray Schowers:
Students CulturAfter a short time in office fol- al Committee I
SHE LIKES TO GO
lowing the interim election two have been a part
months ago, I have again decided of the execution
Norman Graebner, distinguishFORMAL!
to seek aJ posiof some effective
ed American diplomatic historian,
tion in the Senand worthwhile
will speak on "The Beginning of
ate of the AssoAnne Knight
changes.
This past year the student the War in VietNam" at 4 p.m.
ciated Students.
T h i s decision
body at the University has seen Friday, Dec: 15, in the Union
RENTS TUXEDOS
.
was made for
the introduction of subscription Theater.
COAT
and
TROUSERS
$6.50
The lecture will be sponsored
two reasons.
passes for the cultural series, and
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00
by
the UNM department of hisFirst, I have
the committee has offered an exseen during this
ceptionally outstanding program tory. Graebner is the Edward R.
time an expandin the Theater Series. The Cul- . Stettinius professor of history at
ing and more eftural Committee effected this the University of Virginia, and
.FIRST AND GOLD DIAL 247-434?
fective role for
change the past spring, but im- formerly taught at the University
government by Ray Scll!.mver'l!l
J:Il'ovements like a more diversi- of Illinois and Stanford.
students: speakers drawing large fied program in one series are
crowds have appeared, solicited still to be instigated. Cultural
solely by student interest and Committee is also in the planning
monies; El Recado, an all-campus process of setting up an art show
bulletin to each individual, is to be held in conjunction with Ficompletely the work of more esta. I would like to see Cultural
campus integration of informa- Committee continue to work with
other University committees.
Two of the bills I have had the
opportunity to introduce have
been in tune with the changing
and expanding ideas of Student
Senate - the appropriation of
The Hozhon coffee house at funds for the Alert Center Tela1802 Central SE must close tem- Lecture series and for a portable
porarily to do some incidental re- public-address system.
modeling with respect to city fire
and health regulations.
The opening date again will be
Jan. 6. The last two Friday and
..,aarc:· SHo\'ia· :sBMCi
Saturday nights have been an
":aECfiiiCSHAVER AND.
overwhelming success with music
. UGHTER ~PAIR,
of all types, poetry reading, some
,
;taO
ntiiD
NW
2~.ftl9
experimental drama, and good
food, spokesmen said this week.
Dave Levine, program director
for the Hozhon, regrets the sudden closing but promises that
January will bring even better
things.

Robert Speer

.ln:;P,rovo Mat Meet. Friday

'THE STUDENTS
.WHO."REALLY SAVE ·,MONEY
0

. Anne Knight

Score at halftime: New Mulco 62, West
Texas 38. Fouled out: West Texu, Hill,
8 :32 remaining; New Mexico Nelson, 4 :46
remaining. Atten~ance: 7225.
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Romantic Portrait Coiffure
e UNM Student Discount
on Everything
e Award Winning
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To Serve You
• Open Mondays!
e After Class
Appointments

Frosted Hair
Is IN This Winter
Stylists
Mr. Robert and
Lana Allison,
Donna Sandoval

256·3793

l

CONCERT HALL
Presents
Tbe Best of Them All is

Back in Town

Ray Schowers
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Norman Graebner
Will Speak Friday
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Hozhon Coffee Club
Will Reopen Jan. 5

..

Jlollicking
Humor!
Exciting
Adventure!
Olympic
Champions!

__________

foi a pei{ect iofirlay

with F.F. ·

Listen to KUNM

3714 Central S.E.

tbliyiJful
DRESSES·

Ht,lllbvrger

4
1

m(letin!f f~r, ~lJ Studep~ Senate electio~' *oU •wi>rkel's, will be
held Thursday, Dec. 14, at 7 p.m.
in room 263 of the Union. Presence is mandatory.
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CROSSING YOUR FINGERS is supposed to bring good luck, but for
the Lobos' star forward, Howard Grimes, it appears that crossing his
legs was the charmer as he snagged a rebound away from West Texas
Bulfalo Lonnie Speck in last night's fifth straight victory for the
Lobos.
(Photo by
Pawley)
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Poll Meeting
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JOHN JAY
.America's Ambassador of Skiing
presents- IN PERSON
his latest color film

~~uead

for the Hills"

· · SOUTftWEST

Women Volleyballers
Win All-State Meet
The UNM women's volleyball

A and B teams took firBt place ill
the state volleyball sportsc:lay
Dec. 9 at Carlisle Gymnasium·;
$chqols participating in the .
tournament were New Mexico
State, Eastern New Mexico, Western ·New Mexico, University of
Albuquerque, and New Mexico
Tech.
The UNM teams, coached by

Miss
matchesJanice
played.01.-so.=n~,-~w~o=n~=a=ll-~~~~~~~~-_

Vail- ~pen- Jackson Hole. Stratton. Mt. Hood • Crystal
Ski the 13,~ foo~ snows of Mauna Kea, Hawaii
See the meredtble ski explosion in Japan
FABULOUS FUN FOR ALL THE FAMILY

Varsity Beauty Parlor
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people opposed to the Viet Nam
W@.l", said Kennedy.
Speaking of the Dow demonstration on the VNM campU$,
Kennedy said, ''The local SDS
chapter gave in to people who
·opposed civil disobedience. Certain groups on campus felt that
to prevent people from meeting
with · Dow representatives would
be a Fascist tactic. We are not
so concerned with protest, but
rather with stopping Dow, the
Central Intelligence Agency, and
all military recruiters from coming on campus, SDS will not give
in again."
KENNEDY NAMED the two
main problems of SDS at UNM
as the lack of public image, and
the. security-consciousness of the
city of Albuquerque.
"We have no formal meetings,
debates, programs, or films with
which to present a public image.
We plan to alleviate this lack of
image by supporting two SDS
candidates in the upcoming Student Senate elections," he said.
"Albuquerque is one of the most
security-conscious cities in the
country. The whole city is structured toward the Sandia Corp.,
and as a result, there are 30 full- .
time FBI agents working in AIbuquerque. The fact that UNM
is a commute:r university . also
lends to the problems of estabIishing any kind of radical movement on campus," he continued.
·end of
KENNEDY. A Close frl

militant land-grant Reies Tijerina, voiced his hopes for SDS's
future in this statement, 41There
is a revolution going on in northern New Mexico that is havingl•n
impact on the entire state. SDS
has not been able to estabU!!h any
significant contact with this revo.
lution."
''I hope SDSers at UNM move
off campus and try to set up a
relationship with members of the
Alianza. I also hope that some
contact is established. with the
young Chicano gangs in Albuquerque," Kennedy said.
One of the first projects SDS ·
undertook when it was organized
on the UNM campus in 1965 was
the publication of a faculty and
course guidebook. SDS, Dr. Anderson said, took extreme pains
in editing the book so that it
would not be merely a slam sheet.
"WE CAREFULLY edited out
any rash statements from students so that the book would be
a benefit to students and not just
a long list of unfair criticism
leveled at faculty members," he

said.
"We d(d not want to get bogged
down with the guidebook as our
only project, so w~ turned it over
to student; govei-mtitiiit~ ·Student
government was not ·aWJI.l"e of the
care SDS had taken ip 1edij;ing it,
and consequently incl~ded many
of the rash statementS 'we hlld
deleted. Student government got
into a lot of trouble," Anderson
said.
SDS AT ONE time sponsored
a regularly scheduled program on
KUNM, the campus radio station, devoted to songs of reform.
A more recent project was an
attempt to set up an independent book exchange separate from
the Associated Students bookstore so that students could cut
down on'the high prices of books.
A request to set up the book exchange was submitted to the
Union management, but the anawer was delayed for so long that
by the time the exchange began
operating, it was too late to meet
the needs of students during fall
registration.
SDS's idea for a book exchange
is an idea used on college campuses across the country. Students take books to the exchange
CLASSlFlED ADVERTISING RATES· and .set their own prices. Stu!.!~eJ>!d~~b~fitj ~~.;.,! 2~:· d~~~: dents pay a ten .per cent service
publication to Room 159, Student Publica- charge to the people running the
tiona Bolldlnl', or .telephone 277-4002 or exchange and g t b k 90
t
277·410%.
e ac
per cen
of what the book is sold for. If
FOR SALE
a .student sets the price on his
R~rN~~ TRS. Call Koehlthau, 248•2141. book too high, it simply won't
BOOK
sell. SDS hopes to work with the
Special
2&% discount on all UNM s t Udent government to ornew -FIND.
and uaed
books. Visit the BarKaln
Room-aU hooks 50c. Recorda and prints
ganize the exchange for the
Central BE, aCl'OOI from J'ohn: spring semester.
MUST SELL: 196& DKW convertible
LAST WEEK about 15 SDSEconomioal, 2&-30 mi. per gallon. '&oo: era assembled at Zimmerman
CaD after 6 p.m. 258-1997.
field !;<!, protes.t the presence of
MOUNTAIN
DULCINERS-Hand
made.
Easy to play. Call 877·4026 after 6 p.m. th e N avy and A"11' F orce Reserve
SERVICES
Officer Training Corps programs
on campus. Carrying a sign that
BABY-BITTER. References giveJl, refer- read "Keep the war machine off
ences requested. One bloclt from camPUB. Daytime only, weekly ...ates. Precampus," the group formed a rank
schoolera but no dlaper·ue, pleue. of marchers to march along with
Nicki Shirley, 266·6869. 12/6-11.
TYPEWRITER BalM 1: Servieeo, all NROTC cadets who were conducting their weekly drill.
makes••20 percent discount with thla ad.
Free P•ckup and delivery. Open unm 8
Led by James Kennedy's wife,
p.m. on Monday ol: thunclay. E 1: E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone Martha Rotenberg, the marehers
248-0588.
were about to begin moving when
PERSONAL
three c amp us officers ordered
WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE FUN: Enthem off the field. Martha Rotenthusiastic, energetic junior or aenior to
berg
called the ranks to attention
write chapter for student IIUidebook. Ex·
penseo and fee plua by-Bne and abort
right-faced them, and marched
biography. TeD us who :rou are lmmedl· them around the periphery of the
ately. Write: WHERE THE FUN IS
U.S.A., Simon and SchUlte; 680 Fifth field and into the stands where
Ave., New York, N. Y. 1002u
they jeered the cadets until the
MOTORCYCLE accident-o-WW th!!! wltnea- drill session was over. Dispersal
ses who saw the ear-motorcycle accident at Terraee and Central at 8:30 might not have been so easy if
a.m. Monday, Nov. 27th please contact more participants had been on
Eugene Smith at 277-6806.
"600.&,000..:MILES OF FREE AIR travel hand.
offered to studenta willtng to act as
A RECENT speech by Carl
eampua representatives for company or- Da~dson. illustrates perhaps betgani•inK etudent tours to Europe. Write:
Student Wheela Aboard Pl'OIIl'UII, 665
l!ladloon Avenue, New York, N.Y.

ter than anything else the current mood of SDS. In a portion
of his speech, Davidson stressed
the go11lB tl1at SDS must strive· to
11ttQ111:
"The power stru4.1ture th11t controis this whole country has to
be stopped in any way we can do .
it. We must de-sanctify authority
and do everything we can to dis_rupt and dismantle the institutiona of power.
"SNCC made an important contribution to the white radicals jn
this country. 'rhey revealed the

Flight to Paris
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Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Friday, December 15; 1967

. Vol. 71

By NOOLEY R:EINHEARDT
New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison charged last night
that President Lyndon Johnson
"knew by sunset" of Nov. 22,
1963, that it was not Lee Harvey
Oswald who assassinated President John Kennedy.
Garrison based his hour-long
talk on his theory that President
Johnson and "other high government officials" .could end all speculaion on the assassination anytime they wished by releasing
certain evidence and disclosing
their knowledge.
· The 6'(3" New Orleans D.A. said
he did not think that LBJ was
connected with the plot to assassinate his predecessor.

1506 Central Avenue, S. E.
Phone 242-0095

BUT AS LONG as Johnson and
other government o .. cials "continue to conceal the facts, we
must think of the possibility that
Lyndon Johnson was aware of
what was going on," he said,
The Tulane Law School graduate said that Johnson is at least
"a participant in an absolute
fraud of the American people."
Both Johnson and FBI chief J.
Edgar Hoover knew on Nov. 22,
1963, that Oswald was not the
assassin, he continued.
The "indication of the evidence
is that Lee Harvey Oswald played
no role in the assassination," he
stated;
If President Kennedy had lived
"the plot would have been solved
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.Three detectives from the Albuquerque police vice squad
raided the Yale St. Grasshopper
bookstore, 120 Yale SE, Wednesday night and confiscated 16 editions of paperback books, charging the owner with pos~ssiott Qf
obscene materials.
Charged and held in jail for
two hours until he posted $100
bond was Phil Mayne, 26, the
store's owner.
Mayne said the three detectives
entered the bookstore about 10
p.m. with a search warrant listing several paperback books. The
warrant also contained a clause
authorizing the detectives to confiscate any other obscene material
found.
Det. Sgt. Wayne Larson, and
detectives J. B. Salazar and

James Bowman searched the
store for an hour and a half, then
took Mayne downtown.
Books confiscated in the raid
include "Towards Communication" by Kell Robertson, "Rami"
by an ~nknown .author, "Nova Express," "Soft 1\Uchine," .and "Na~
ked Lunch," by William Burroughs, and "My Secret Life," by
an anonymous author.
Also taken were "Tropic of
Capricorn" by Henry Miller,
"Harrad Experiment'' and "The
Rebellion of Yale Marratt," by
Robert Rimer, "Castle Keep" by
William Eastlake, "The Beard"
by Mike McLure, "The Image" by
Jean de Berg, and "The Story of
'0' " by Pauline Reage.
"Olympia Readert an anthol(Continued on page 3)
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long ago," Garrison believes. He
indicated that control o;f the FBI
would have been the key to an
early solving of the case.
PRESIDENT Kennedy's handling of Fidel Castro and Nikita
Khrushchev and the "forceful
policies of the young president"
contributed to the "right wing
assassination plot," he said.
The autopsy reports and photographs of President Kennedy
would "prove that shots were
fired from at least four points and
possibly five," Garrison said. The
controversial Warren Report said
that only three shots were fired,
all from the Texas School-Book
Depository building by Oswald.
A "long-time, elaborate conspiracy" went into the assassination, preparatory work was done
on three levels-operating, the
shooting and related plans; intermediate, services such as radio
contacts; and the "sponsor" level
which "goes kind of high up ,:
Garrison said.
'
HE STRESSED the "rightwing" involvement in the assassination. Kennedy was "making
significant changes in our government that sparked a great deal
of reaction" from ultra-conservatives, he said .
Garrison also pointed to his'
thought that Kennedy was on a
· co~ to "keep u$ from g~ti.n.Q'
' where we are in Viet Nam right
now.''
A combination of these things,
Garrison said, had a "venomous
effect on the extreme right wing,
particularly in the southern
states.''
IN HIS ATTACK on the government, the district attorney said
"There is nothing they (govern(Continued on page 2)
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TRUHPETER HARRY James, his band, and singer Joan O'Brian,
will appear at the Holiday Ball in the Union Ballroom Dec. 15 from

8:30 to 12 p.m. Tickets for the dance are $2.50 11er couple and are avail·
able in the Alumni office and the ticket window in the Union. James is
one of the most dedicated musieians in the world and began his career
at the age of ten by giving trumpet solos, and on the side, doing a
contortionist act with a 65-year-old partner. During his career James
has helped to launch the careers of several vocalists, including Frank
Sinatra, Dick Haymes, Kitty Kallen, and many others. He has made
guest appearances on all the network musicals with his band, as well
as appearing in straight dramatic roles on several television series.

.-
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NEW ORLEANS District Attorney Jim Garrison addressed about
1600 people in Johnson Gym last night, describing his beliefs about
the Kennedy Assassination. It was the only speaking engagement
this year for Garrison, who usually refuses to make public appear·
ances. Although President Johnson and other government officials are
withholding the truth, the assassins will be found, he maintains.
(Photo by Pawley)

SDS Faces Isolated Crisis
Editor's Note: This is the last
in The Lobo's series on Students
for a Democratic Society.
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DAVIDSON IN oni' sentence
stated what has been haunting
every American since the Negroes
Jn the ghettoes of our great cities-:-the powder kegs of this
country-stood up and refused to
. be kicked in the teeth again:
"The possibility of peaceful
change in America has died.''
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The NSA travel committee has
announced a charter flight to
Paris for $265. The flight will
leave June 12 and return Aug.
28. Although space is filling up
fast, some vacancies al'e still
available and information can be
obtained from Berta Thomas or
at the NSA office.
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white man to us in all of his
brutality and enabled us to see
ourselves a$ cowardly people.
Most of 1111 they 11howed us the
unfreedom of white America.'' he

to
·EXlCO

By WAYNE CIDDIO
Students for a Democratic Society cannot by itself formulate
the answers to the multitudes of
problems crying for attention in
the United States today. One organization, especially a relatively
small one like SDS, is not capable
of changing and revamping the
stagnant American society overnight.
LARRY RUSSELL, a graduate
student in economics at UNM,
has been one of the most active
I>Pokesmen for the local SDS
chapter since its organization
here two years ago. Russell feels
that SDS has failed in its primary purpose, that of reaching
a majority of people with ideas
and challenging them to think.
"I'm not working for SDS as
such. I'm a member (national)
because SDS is one of the few organizations today that is trying
to take any definite action to effect change. I see ·a danger in
SDS that it might adopt a rigid
ideology and structure and by so
doing shut out people that are
not SDS members," Russell says.
RUSSELL CONTENDS that
SDS could .oppose the coercive
physical force of the power system in the United States with
its form of spiritual or moral
force. He includes the military
service and the educational process as two of the main physical
forces in the country.
"People are brainwashed from
, the time they are very young to

a point where they are afraid to
deviate from the norm and question the values and principles of
the society they live in. Organizations like SDS would not have
to exist if people were not afraid
of the system. People must realize that the system makes mistakes," Russell says.
"IF PEOPLE' had resisted the
system during the Dow demonstration, they would have made
somebody realize that students
do have power. Demonstrations
scare people because they are
capable of opening people's
minds. It's like the drug scene,
LSD is feared because it opens
minds to a whole new way of
thinking," he believes.
SDS at UNM is hoping to arrange films, panel discussions,
and student-teacher debates to
start campus dialogue, a very vi·
tal element for effecting change.
SDS is also working with the National Student Association on an
independent book exchange and
plans to request money from the
Associated Students to help fi.
nance the project.

.
"THE WHOLE purpose of the
book exchange is to show students
that they can do something for
themselves and by themselves,"
Russell explains.
"I don't know the key to starting action on campus, but it can
be found. I think it requires confrontation with the system be·
fore people can really under-·
stand how the system operates.
To get action started, first, yoU
need an issue that reaches a lot
(Continued on page 5)

15 Vie Today

Election Will Fill
13 Senate Seats

Fifteen candidates, including
six incumbents, will vie for office today in the Student Sena,_~e
election. Thirteen senatorial posts·
a~e open.
Voting booths will be at Honkona, Coronado, and Mesa Vista
dormitories, the International
Center, the Anthropology buildlliii\IIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHI\IIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll ing, the College of Engineering,
the Law School, and the Union.
Pops and Popcorn
Polls
will be open from 8 a.m. to
"Pops and Popcorn," another
5
p.m.
and results are expected
in a series of music-and-food
to
be
known
by 6:30 p.m.
combination programs sponsor·
Students
will
be voting on two
ed by the Associated Students,
constitutional
amendments.
One,
will be presented from 4 to 5
calling
for
students
to
approve
this afternoon in the Union
budgets an item at· a time, .and
Cafeteria. The program will
another requiring a waiting per. feature music by the UNM
iod before the newly elected As~
Stage Band and free popcorn
sociated
Students president takes
for munching.
office.
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